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Fax No .- 03244-266823

PAT DfA ALAYA
Estd.-2005

P.O.-PATRASAYBIT* ?.S.-PATRASAYER * DIST-BANKURA * 7 22206
Govt. Reg. No.-719-Edn (CS) d1.24.10.05

Affitited to Bankura University dt. 01.01.2017(G.o.No. 1098 -Edn(U)/1U(BAN)-06116 dt. 26.12.2016)
Web site:-v,rv,,w.patrasayermahavidyalaya.in Email:- patrasayemahavidyalaya@gqa{ggm

NIT No.: PN4/06/Ten/18 Date - 23,08.18

Sealed quotations are hereby invited from the bonafide/ reputed suppliers for supply of the following items

as per specification given below. The quotation will be received upto 2.00 p.m on 31.08.18 and the same will
be opened on the same day in the presence of intending quotationers if present. 

_.

The undersigned reserves the right to accept or reject any quotation without assigning any reason

whatsoever.

1)

2)
3) - One piece

- One Piece

Date - 23.08.18
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Patrasayer Mahavidyaldya
Patrasayer, Bankura
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Specfficution:-

Printer:-
Scanner :-
Pen Driyes :-

NIT No- PIW06/Ten/18 (1-5)

Copy forwarded to:-
1) B.D.O, Patrasayer Block Development Office.
2) Savapati, Patrasayer Panchayet Samity.
3) B.M.O.H, Patrasayer B.P.H.C
4) C.D.P.O, Patrasayer
5) Office Notice Board

1) Supplier should supply the items in good condition to the office of the undersigned. If any item is not

found in good condition such item will be rejected and no payment will be made for it.

2) The items should be supplied by the supplier on getting short notice/order from the authority on the basis

of indent

3) All the rights are reserved and in case ofany dispute on quotation the decision ofthe Principal , Patrasayer

Mahavidyalaya shall be final and binding in all respects.

4)If the supplier fails to supply the item at the place and time specified the Principal, Patrasayer

Mahavidyalaya has the right to terminate the order at any time.

5)No transport charge will be made for the article supplied under any circumstances.
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Principal
Patrasayer Mahavidyalaya

Patrasaver. Bankura
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HP 1020 Plus Single Function Monochrome Laser Printer - one piece
Cannon Canoscan LiDe 120 Scanner - One piece

* SanDisk Cruzer Blade 16 GB USB 2.0 Pen Drive
* SanDisk Cruzer Blade 54 GB USB 2.0 Flash Drive

TERMS AND CONDITIOI\S


